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Take your first step into an exciting world of fantasy adventure with the Pathfinder Roleplaying

Game Beginner Box! Within you'll find simple rules to create and customize your own hero, as well

as a robust system to run your character through challenging adventures and deadly battles against

villainous monsters like goblins and dragons! The only limit is your imagination! The Pathfinder

Roleplaying Beginner Box includes: a 64-page Hero's Handbook, a 96-page Game Master's Guide,

a 16-page Transition Guide to bring your hero to the full Pathfinder Roleplaying Game, a complete

set of seven high-impact polyhedral dice, more than 80 full-color pawns depicting tons of heroes,

monsters, and even a fearsome black dragon, four pregenerated character sheets to throw you right

into the action. â€œPrice Includes VATâ€•
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I received the item promptly and in good condition. The estimated delivery date April 10-16, it was at

my front door on Sat morning 11 April. I definitely would do business with the seller again.This

compares very favorably to the D&D boxed sets; the '81 Moldavy magenta box, the '83 Mentzer red

box, the '04 Tweet Basic Game box & the '06 Decker Basic Game box and the 2014 D&D Starter

set. There is great value for the MSRP of $35. Included is a laminated rewritable double-sided

27"X30" play mat which is marked in 1" squares, a complete 7 piece set of polyhedral dice, a 64

page Player Guide, 96 page GM Guide, a 16 page Transition Guide to convert from the Beginner

rules to the full Pathfinder RPG rules, 4 double sized single fold pre-generated player character

sheets, 4 blank character sheets, 87 pre-scored monster & player pawns with 16 1" & 2 2" stands



that are the same scale as the other Pathfinder pawn, paper mini, WizKid Pathfinder Battles

miniatures, Reaper Pathfinder miniatures sets. All of the above items are in full color.Paizo also

hosts 7 free PDF downloads on the Pathfinder website

paizo.com/pathfinderRPG/products/beginnerbox that includes more blank character sheets, 4

pre-generated player characters, an additional adventure, more character options, 4

mini-adventures, and an organized play Pathfinder Society Character Creation Guide. Paizo also

hosts the full Pathfinder RPG rule set on paizo.com/pathfinderRPG/prd/ which is legally mirrored on

the Pathfinder SRD site d20pfsrd.com . For a retail buy-in of $35 this is an amazing value and that's

not even considering compatible adventures that others make freely available on other websites.

My boyfriend and I are experienced Pathfinders, but we didn't have any of the physical necessities

to play. (The only time my boyfriend GM'd was online.)The least I can say about this $26.96

beginner box is that it comes with a map which would have cost us $13.99 alone (

http://www..com/Paizo-Publishing-Pathfinder-Flip-Mat-Basic/dp/1601255381/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&

qid=1429777359&sr=8-1&keywords=pathfinder+map .) You may find it more useful to have the

non-beginner box map because the beginner box map is blank on one side, but a dungeon on the

other instead of blank on both.This box came with 90 pawns. The pawns are really wonderful. There

is certainly enough of them to last for a long time. You can get about 300 CREATURE pawns for

$32.72. (

http://www..com/Paizo-Publishing-Pathfinder-Pawns-Bestiary/dp/1601255616/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8

&qid=1429777665&sr=8-1&keywords=bestiary+box .) Let's say that means that 90 pawns are worth

$9.82. The thing is, you wouldn't have all the pawns you need if you just bought a bestiary pack.

The beginner box is worth it's price alone because it comes with a well-rounded VARIETY of pawns.

There are dozens of pawns that make for good Player Characters, as well as many standard, useful

beasts and humonoids. Certainly cheaper than investing in miniature figures! The cardboard the

pawns are made from are sturdy and good quality. The artwork on them is also wonderful.The

module is very light. It's a tunnel that forces the party to push through different encounters. I can see

how this is playable for even people who have never played before... so well done, but not up to

snuff for a full 32-page module.And, hey, it has a set of polyhedral dice. They're basic, but you could

say that's worth at least $3.
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